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time to get back into the health and
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deavor, Dr. Dan has some useful tips
and information in his “The Dr. Is In” column in this edition of the newsletter. It’s also time to dive back into the Rulebook and brush up on your
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knowledge of the rules, mechanics, procedures and techniques. Our esteemed Interpreter Ran Vanacore has supplied a few case plays for you to
look at and learn from in this issue’s “Ask the Interpreter” feature. Plus,
we have a summary of the Rule Changes and the key takeaways from
those changes. Another important feature in this edition of the newsletter is a new “Knowledge Bank”
column by our chief clinician Steve Wodarski on the topic of “Consistency” – the number one request
from coaches over the years, with the number one complaint being inconsistency from game to game,
crew to crew, and in-game, from play to play. (continued on p. 2)

Schedules and the Calendar
You may have noticed that the 2019-20 high school basketball season is getting off to a late start. Both the girls and boy’s seasons
will begin about a week later than usual. We talked to our friend
and colleague Dan Scavone who is now the Director of the CIAC
Officials Association, and he told us that the reason for the late start
to the season is very simple. The year’s calendar is late – i.e., key
holidays and other milestone days throughout the year are later on
the calendar than usual. (continued on p. 2)
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And away we go!!! (cont. from p.1)
Even though the rules are written in black and white, if not in stone, how we enforce the rules can and
does differ. We’re human and not robots. There are going to be some differences among us and the key
is to minimize those differences. Steve has some valuable insights on that topic which you should save
for reference. Another informative article comes from Jeff Hahn on ArbiterPay. More schools are going
to ArbiterPay to pay game fees to officials. So are some youth leagues. Therefore it’s imperative that you
set up an ArbiterPay account if you don’t already have one. Jeff’s article will take you through the basics. We have a special feature article on the CIAC Officials Association under Joe Tonelli’s years as
Director and what to look for now that Joe has retired and Dan Scavone has succeeded Joe in that position. As always, we’re happy to congratulate our colleagues on their personal and professional achievements and the achievements of their family members.There were reported in this issue’s “News &
Notes.” Keep sending them in throughout the season. We’ll be happy to publish your happy news.
Schedules and the Calendar ... (cont. from p.1)
For example, Thanksgiving isn’t until November 28th. This has an effect on the school year and on the
basketball season. The good news is, it gives you a little more time to prepare yourself for the season.
Hopefully you won’t need a lot of extra time to become fit and game-ready, but that time is available.

Member-to-Member Mart
Carpet Sales & Expert Installation
T.R. Carpet Service Tom Raucci, owner
(203) 494-1115.
$50 off any room of carpet
for Bd 10 members
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Succession Planning – An Eye Toward the Future of Board 10
Most successful organizations have solid leaders who’ve been in place for quite a while who not only
know what they’re doing but have earned respect within their profession for themselves and for their
organizations. Board 10 is no exception. But what happens when individuals in those leadership positions step down, retire, or are no longer around? What happens to their years and years of accumulated
knowledge, experience and expertise? Does all that leave when they leave or is it preserved and perpetuated? Board 10 has put plans in place to deal with that eventuality by naming potential successors to
Secretary/Treasurer Hank Luzzi and Commissioner Buddy Chernovetz. On October 1, the Executive
Board named Ray Vanacore as Associate Secretary/Treasurer and Steve
Wodarski as Associate
Commissioner. As Board 10
Interpreter, a regular presenter
at IAABO spring and fall
meetings, and member of a
significant IAABO committee, Ray has amassed a tremendous amount of knowledge that is key to how successful Boards operate. He
graciously agreed to take on
the new responsibility of assisting Hank, learning more
about his roles and responsibilities and becoming more
familiar with Hank’s record keeping, financial management, and other duties that fall under Hank’s purview. Similarly, Steve Wodarski has agreed to assist Buddy in his duties, including becoming more familiar with the Arbiter system and serving as a backstop for Buddy when needed – including, but not
limited to, scheduling scrimmages. Woody brings to the table a lot of assigning experience with regard
to the various youth leagues and other non-Board 10 games he has assigned over the years. Plus, in his
role as Clinician as well as his experience officiating at the highest levels and observing many other officials on the court, he has developed a working knowledge of the skills and talents of our members.
Neither of these appointments means that Ray will necessarily become the new Secretary/Treasurer or
Steve the new Commissioner whenever Hank and Buddy decide to step down and pass the torch. The
Commissionership is a position that is open to competition and involves interviews with a selection
committee before an appointment is made. The position of Secretary/Treasurer is one that is voted upon
by the membership at our annual meetings. But these developments mean that Board 10 has a viable
succession plan in place for the arguably two most important positions our Board has in place.

Vacation Home Rental

In Dennisport • 7/10 mile from the beach •
2 bedrooms • pullout living room couch
New kitchen • new bathroom • screened in porch • washer-dryer
• cable • internet access • picnic table • gas grill • $900/week.
Reduced prices on weekdays. Special low rates for fall. Call
Rich Altieri 203 248-4398 or 203 809-4318. Find out more on
line at: www.capecodaltierihome.weebly.com
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Refresher Exam coming up on Sunday, December 8
Time get into the Rule Book. By now you will have received a copy of
the 2019-20 Refresher Exam and the rule references for each question.
For most of you, the exam procedures are well known. But if you’re new
to the process, here’s how it works. We meet in the Lyman Hall cafeteria.
You can sit at any of the tables to go over the exam. Just make sure that
you sign in to get credit for the test. Each table will have an exam moderator to facilitate the reading of the questions and the answers by the individuals in each group. This is not a formality. The point is to not just
recite the answers but to understand them. If a question is particularly
challenging and requires some discussion, then discuss it, keeping in
mind that there is a limited time for the exam. The main requirement
though is that you complete the exam and have your answers ready in
advance of the meeting and not just write down what the people at your
table say are the answers. The goal is to make this a learning experience.
If you are going to be unable to attend, you need to complete the exam ahead of time and send in your
answers via email to Hank on or before the exam date.

Member-to-Member Mart
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RULE CHANGES FOR 2019-20
Editor’s Note: The following are highlights of the Rules Changes enacted by the NFHS and
printed on the first two pages of the Rules portion of your IAABO Rulebook.
3-4-32 (2) – The option of the number style that uses
the team jersey color itself bordered with not less
than two ¼ inch solid border(s) contrasting with the
team jersey color will be eliminated by 2024-25.
3-5-4b – If worn, only one headband is permitted and
it must be worn on the forehead/crown. It must be
nonabrasive and unadorned and it must be no more
than 3 inches wide.
3-5-4d – The statement “Hair control devices are not
required to meet color restrictions” was added to the
rule.
3-5-5 NOTE (NEW) – Provided the shorts are not in
conflict with Rule 3-4-5, no drawstring or other part
of the shorts intended to maintain them in a normal
position causes potential harm to the player or others
and wearing of the shorts is not objectionable in exposing the anatomy, there is no restriction on folding
or rolling the shorts at the natural waistband seam.
3-5-8 – MOUTH GUARD
Editor’s Note: We are not reprinting all the language of this Rule Change here. The gist is that
mouth guards are legal if constructed and worn properly. You can refer to your Rulebook for
the exact wording and details.
10-5-5 NOTE – The head coach and any number of assistant coaches may enter the court in
the situation where a fight may break out – or has broken out – to prevent the situation from
escalating.
Official Signal 3 – When a held ball occurs, the covering official(s) must stop the clock using
Signal 2 (straight arm, open palm extended) while simultaneously sounding the whistle, then
give the held-ball signal.

2019-20 Basketball Major Editorial Change
9-9-1 EXCEPTION – A ball in team control of Team A in the frontcourt that is deflected by a
defensive player, which causes the ball to go into the backcourt, may be recovered by either
team unless the offense was the last to touch the ball before it went into the backcourt. If the
offense was last to touch the ball in its frontcourt, only the defense can legally recover the
basketball.

!
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NOTES ON THE CHANGES
If you were at the Board 10 Rules Interpretation Meeting on Sunday, October 20th, then you
heard our Interpreter Ray Vanacore go through all the rule and editorial changes as well as the
Points of Emphasis for 2019-20. If you missed the meeting or were in attendance but didn’t
take notes, here are some key points that Ray made.
•	

 In general, the changes do not represent significant differences from what was
in place before but rather are tweaks to clarify some of the rules. Changes are
highlighted in gray-shadow throughout the Rulebook for easy reference.
•	

 An across-the-board editorial change involves changing the word “shall” to the
word “must” throughout. This change emphasizes that specific actions or other
procedures and compliance are mandatory -- i.e., these things MUST be done.
•	

 The Headband rule language distinguishes between headbands and hair control
devices and spells out the restrictions or requirements for both. Become familiar with these differences so that when you observe the players – especially
during warm-ups – you can identify whether a player is wearing an item that is
not permitted. Pay particular attention to extensions or “tails” on the items being worn about the head, as those extensions and tails are not permitted. Also
keep in mind that headbands are restricted in color to white, black, beige or the
predominant color of the jersey and that all headbands (and wristbands) worn
by any players on a team must be of the same color. Hair control devices are
not color-restricted.
•	

 Last season we were advised to make sure players weren’t rolling down the
waistbands on their shorts. It was not a hard-and-fast rule, but it was something
we were asked to pay attention to. The rule change noted above eliminates that
issue entirely.
•	

 The Signal change for held-ball (i.e., use the Stop Clock Signal first, then the
Held-Ball signal) was put in place to hopefully prevent confusion and mixed
signals if a double whistle occurs. This will take some getting used to, so work
on it during your scrimmages.
•	

 The editorial change regarding 9-9-1 EXCEPTION is meant to clarify the
backcourt exception rule. The rule itself has not changed.
•	

 Finally – If we all enforce the rules properly starting with our very first games
and throughout the season, we will not have problems (or will certainly minimize potential problems), so it’s imperative that we all know the rules and enforce them consistently and correctly.
Looking for work? Know someone who is? Find fast, effective placement through
Best Temps, Inc. Best Temps is Connecticut’s leading provider of temp-topermanent employment in the technical and clerical fields, as well as in light industrial, manufacturing, and IT. Find out where the opportunities are and seize them
today. Call John Ramos at Best Temps: (203) 878-7762. Email:
JRBESTTEMPS@YAHOO.COM or visit: http://besttemps.com to learn about available
job opportunities.
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A Special Day For Ray
Our dear friend and colleague, Ray Guarino, continues to wage
the toughest battle of his life – combatting multiple myeloma. We
reported on Ray’s condition and his fight in our Summer 2019 edition of the newsletter. Since then, a fundraiser hosted by family
and friends was held on September 21st at the Polish American
Club in West Haven. Attendance was strong, as were donations.
We don’t yet have a figure on how much was raised, but we know
it helped Ray and his family greatly. Ray’s courageous battle continues. At our November 10th meeting, we were told that Ray is
going back into the hospital for more treatment on or about November 26th and that while there he would welcome visitors. So we
encourage you to pay a visit to Ray. It will surely raise his spirits,
which is just as important toward his hoped-for recovery as any
medical treatment or procedure. Just be sure to call ahead to make
sure he is in condition to receive visitors before you go. Don’t forget that a GoFundMe page was set up some time ago to also raise funds for Ray and his family. So far,
over $100,000 has been raised. To donate, click on: Ray's GoFundMe

Officials Night Out coming January 25, 2020
While we’re on the subject of raising money to help a fellow official and his family, keep in mind that
Board 10 and the New Haven Football Officials Association have partnered for a number of years in
conducting fundraisers to help not only fellow officials and their families, but athletes, and other people
in the community who find themselves in dire straights financially, physically, or in other ways. Our two
officials associations have put on “Officials Night Out” among other events that to date have raised over
$240,000 to help those in need. The next Night Out will be January 25th, 2020. More details will be
forthcoming so watch for emails and announcements on Arbiter. For more information, you can contact
Ralph Zingarella or Kevin Moffett, two Board 10 members who also serve as members of the
NHFOC. On the heels of that event will be our annual Board 10 Bowling Night at Milford Bowlero. For
$30, you get a couple of hours of bowling, shoes, pizza, soft drinks and opportunities to win raffle prizes
of great value. We don’t yet know the date but it will be happening next year close to the end of the season and the tournaments. Our Board 10 President Dr. Dan Davis is one of the prime movers of this
event and works closely with numerous volunteers from our Board. He has asked us to not only attend
and/or donate but to round up items such as restaurant gift cards that we can raffle off at the Bowling
Night to raise more money. Look for emails as to the particulars of the Bowling Night fundraiser.

Member-to-Member Mart
Weddings, graduation parties, anniversaries,
Bar Mitzvahs. If you have a special occasion
coming up, let DJ David Daniels III provide the
tunes and entertainment. David offers a wide
range of music to suit all tastes and moods.
PLUS, he’ll even serve as your photographer.
Call: 203 258-0134. Party on!
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NEWS & NOTES
And the Awards Just Keep On Comin’
The New Haven Tap-Off Club held their Hall of Fame induction on November 13th at Amarante’s in Morris Cove, and our friend and colleague
Dan Scavone was among the inductees. Dan was honored not only for his
long and distinguished basketball officiating career but his contributions to
the sport, to the schools and their students in his various stints as an athletic
director and educator. Currently, as you know, Dan succeeded Joe Tonelli as
Director of the CIAC Officials Association and has segued seamlessly into
his new role and done an outstanding job. Congratulations to Dan on his
HOF induction.

Former Board 10 member and Interpreter, as
well as former CT State Interpreter, Jeffrey
Smith, will be one of two recipients of the
CIAC Award of Merit. The other recipient is
former Board 10 member and current Board
35 Commissioner Charlie Lee. Both outstanding officials will be presented with the
CIAC award in recognition of having made
long term, substantive contributions to high
school basketball and to the CIAC, including
having officiated numerous state tournament
games including Finals. Jeffrey and Charlie
will receive their awards on the first day of
the 2019-20 State Finals.

Elsewhere in the wide, wide world of
sports…
One CIAC State Baseball Final was “On the Board”
Board 10 that is. The umpiring crew for the LL baseball final between Staples and Southington consisted of three
Board 10 members (pictured left to right): John Basso,
Frank Mohr and Tom Schultz. Danny DelPiano was the
4th member of that crew. The game was played on June 8th at
Palmer Field in Middletown. Staples won 3-0. Congrats to
the crew. Nice to see that our basketball officiating colleagues excel at other sports as well.
(News & Notes continued on p. 11)
!
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News & Notes... (cont. from p.10)
In the right place at the right time
Board 10’s Ed Finnegan attended a basketball
camp in St. Petersburg Florida during the summer and it just so happened that he was asked to
referee some games for the AAU National
Championship
Series at the
ESPN complex
in Kissimmee.
Ed of course
jumped at the
chance to work
some high level
and intense
games with a
lot on the line
for the participants – including a game involving a team
from North Carolina who scored 62 points in the
first half alone and went on to win 84-30. Ed told
us, “That was the fastest pace game that I ever
saw. And it was a joy to officiate games where
everyone showed great respect toward the officials. It was a great experience.” Nice going, Ed.
Proving that Diehards really die hard, our colleagues (left to right) Jason Crockett, Bhavin
Parekh and Michaelangelo Palmieri attended a
Mets game at Citi Field on August 11th only to
see their beloved Mets lose to the eventual 2019
World Series Champions – the
Washington Nationals.
The Mets
struggled
this past
season and
will open
2020 with,
among
!
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other things, a new manager in Carlos Beltran.
We’ll see what happens.

Carfora wins election
as East Haven’s new Mayor
No, not our Al Carfora, but his brother Joe Carfora. As reported in the New Haven Register, Joe
defeated his
Republican
opponent Steve
Tracey by a
count of 3,865
to 3,169. Joe
succeeds Joseph Maturo
Jr. who served
from 1997 to
2007 as well as
from 2011 to
this year and
decided not to
run for another
term. This not the first Board 10 East Haven
Mayoralty Connection. As most of you know, our
own Hank Luzzi served as Mayor of East Haven
back in the day. Hank showed up at Joe Carfora’s
headquarters and enjoyed the post-victory festivities. He’s
pictured
here along
with the
winning
candidate
and Hank’s
son Mike
(on the
right).

(News & Notes continued on p. 12)
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Good things come in Fifties
In our last issue of the newsletter, we noted that
Harry Robinson was honored by IAABO for 50
years of service at the organization’s spring
meeting in
April. Well,
we’re
happy to
report that
Harry has
another reason to be
proud and
happy. He
and his
lovely wife
Mary Ann
celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary in July. It was
quite a celebration as Harry and Mary Ann renewed their vows at a special gathering hosted by
their son and daughter at Mix Prime in Woodbury. Congratulations to the happy couple, and
here’s hoping for many more anniversary celebrations to come.

PRESEASON 2019
But she fought back and has been going through
a rigorous rehab process to get back to as normal
a life as possible. That work is paying off as
Cheryl will be able to officiate some games this
season and hopefully will build up her endurance
and expand her capabilities to do more games.
Cheryl, we’re glad to have you back.

All in the Family

She’s baaaaaaaack
In a wonderful bit of good news, we’re happy to
report that our dear
friend and colleague
Cheryl Chiari will
be back on the court
this season following a lengthy rehab
and recovery period
after a lifethreatening medical
event. As we reported in our January 2019 newsletter,
Cheryl was hit with
a brain aneurism in
April of 2017. Initially her prognosis was not good to say the least.
!

Speaking of Cheryl, this proud mom is happy to
report that her son Johnny B started medical
school at Quinnipiac University last August.
More specifically, his med-school studies and
career began at the University’s “White Coat”
ceremony that was held on August 8th. Notice the
very official looking white coat and stethoscope
Johnny is sporting in this photo. He not only
looks the part of a good doctor (Not to be confused with “The Good Doctor” drama series on
ABC), but given his drive and dedication he is
sure to actually become a good doctor when his
studies are over. Best of luck, Johnny B.
(News & Notes continued on p. 13)
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News & Notes... (cont. from p.12)
Hard throwing and crafty Colin Blake – a senior
at Lyman Hall High School and son of our own
Mike Blake – has had quite the career playing

baseball for the school. As a junior, Colin was All
State and a member of the All Record-Journal
Team. He was selected to play in the Connecticut
Junior All Star Game against the All Stars from
Massachusetts. To top it off, Colin has committed
to play baseball for the University of Hartford
once he graduates from Lyman Hall and moves
on to college.
You can now call
Gary Duquette
“Grandpa.” His
first grandchild –
Mason Jon Saris
– was born on
May 13, 2019. As
you can see from
the photo, the
young one is doing
just fine. So too is
Grandpa Gary.
You can also call
Hank Luzzi “Great Grandpa.” Hank and his
lovely bride Claire are the proud great grandparents of Will Weyrauch. Parents of the newborn
are Billy and Amanda Weyrauch, although of
course, Amanda did the heavy lifting here. Anyway, baby, parents and great grandparents are all
doing very well.
!
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Nice to hear from our colleague John O’Sullivan that his
youngest
son Sean
married the
lovely and
talented
Jenica
Swanson,
who hails
from Rice
Lake, Wisconsin.
Sean and
Jenica were
wed at a
ceremony in
Minturn,
Colorado.
My but this
couple
really gets around. The ceremony was followed
by what
proud father
of the
groom John
calls “a gorgeous mansion on
Beaver
Creek.” The
happy couple honeymooned in
the Carolinas and settled down to
reside in
Denver.
John says
that he and
his wife Jodi
could not be
prouder. Congratulations to all.
(News & Notes continued on p. 14)
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News & Notes... (cont. from p.13)
Some good news from the Altieri family. Rich
Altieri reports that on November 13th, his daughter Kristen Altieri DeCarli was inducted into
the Hamden High School Athletic Hall of Fame.

The Crocketts -- Jason
and Winter -- are expecting. Yes, a baby is in
the offing and is due in
May of next year.
Best wishes and best of
luck to mom, dad and
the baby-to-be.

Last but certainly not least …

Some of you may well have officiated some of
her games at Hamden High. Others of you who
work college games know Kristin from her days
as Sports Information Director at Albertus Magnus College. Congrats to Kristin and to proud
papa Rich.

We are pleased to congratulate John Cologgi as
he embarks on his new position as Outside Sales
Representative at Olympic Steel of Milford. John
began his career there in 1990 and worked at the
company until 2005. He since returned to the
Olympic Steel and it seems to be working out
just fine, given his new position. Best of luck in
your ongoing career at Olympic.

If you have a personal, professional, or family accomplishment you would like to share,
click on: News & Notes

Your Ad Here?
Take the opportunity to advertise to your fellow
officials and everyone who reads this newsletter -and lot of people within and outside of Board 10
do. As a fellow official, your ad is free of charge.
Just send in your ad (if you have one) or the information you would like in the ad and we will create
an ad for you. It couldn’t be easier. Plus, you have
a captive audience for your message.
To get going on your next ad, email:
kendevoe@comcast.net

!
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SUMMER BASKETBALL CAMP
SLAMMA-JAMMA FUN!
For Kids Grades K-3 and 4-9
Sessions include:
9am-noon or 9am–3pm
Check the website for the
latest updates on locations

For camp locations, dates and registration forms
go to www.slamma-jamma.com

Free Shirt and Free Ball for Every Camper.
For 36 years Slamma-Jamma Basketball Camp has inspired young
athletes throughout the state of CT by teaching the fundamentals of the game,
with personalized instruction, teamwork, sportsmanship and FUN!

Art Leary
203-676-1314
CoachLeary@Slamma-Jamma.com

!

Al Carfora
203-627-8399
CoachCarfora@Slamma-Jamma.com
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A medical emergency can happen anywhere,
even in a hospital. Should it happen in an
environment of medical professionals, can
they handle it? What if it happens in a nonclinical area? Do you know proper procedure? If not, learn First Aid and CPR. We offer courses in American Heart Association(AHA) Heartsaver CPR/AED/First Aid, BLS Healthcare Provider, Family and
Friends CPR and First Aid, Bloodborne Pathogen, CT State EMT and EMT Refresher Programs, CT EMT Practical and other courses as well. Classes available
at your site or at our new location: 57 Ozick Drive Unit G Durham Ct 06422.
Phone Lou Brockett: Office (860) 788-3953. Cell (203) 213-7775, Fax (860) 7883953. Or visit: www.asecondchancecpr.com

Notre Dame of West Haven is accepting applications for the Class of
2024. Transfer students are also welcome to apply. Over 20 Board 10
members are proud ND graduates. Come find out why ND is the right
choice for your high school experience. Our next Open House is
Wednesday, December 11 from 6-8 pm. There are also weekly Information Sessions every Wednesday.
Visit http://www.notredamehs.com/admissions or contact Admissions
Director Mr. Lino Izzo '00 at admissions@notredamehs.com or 203-9331673 to start your admissions experience.
Visit http://www.notredamehs.com and http://www.gogreenknights.com
to learn more about the school and its athletic program

Michael J. Luzzi, Attorney at Law
For the finest legal service and representation for
Auto Accidents, DWI, Real Estate, Bankruptcy,
Criminal Cases, and Personal Injuries
1172 Townshend Avenue, New Haven
Office: 203 404-5155 Cell: 203 675-9049 Fax: 203 886-1047
Email: michael@luzzilaw.com

The David Daniels III Consulting Group
Workshops, seminars, training, motivational talks in the fields of law
enforcement, security, financial planning, art and music. For more information, call 203 258-0134, email DAVIDDANIELSIII@ME.COM or visit :
http://dd3consultinggroup.com
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President’s Message:
“Work Hardest to Be the Best”
-- Dr. Dan Davis
A new season of high school basketball awaits us. There’s a great deal of anticipation on the part of the schools, teams, coaches and spectators for how they are going
to fare this season. There’s an equal amount of anticipation on our part on how well we as a Board are
going to officiate those games. I believe – as do many – that Board 10 is the best Board in the State, and
I mean no disrespect to the other Boards. But we do hold ourselves accountable for maintaining the
highest standards possible, and we need to live up to those standards to maintain our reputation as the
best. To do so will take a lot of work, as it should. There is no easy path to excellence. Part of putting in
the work means attending all our Sunday meetings before and throughout the season. Sure, you can do
the bare minimum to meet the requirement to attend 4 of our 5 meetings. But I would hope that you
want to attend to listen and learn and gain insights from the presentations on rules, mechanics, court positioning and game management that Ray, Woody, Bhavin and others provide for us. If you pay attention
you will come away with information you can use to make yourself a better official. I have no doubt
about that. Part of putting in the work is to get yourself in game shape and maintain your fitness
throughout the season. You can’t officiate your best if your body is not at its best. I provide some tips to
help you do just that in my “Dr. Is In” column elsewhere in this newsletter. Make sure you look your
best on the court including having your jacket and pants cleaned and pressed and your shoes shined.
People notice such things and, as the saying goes, you only have one chance to make a good first impression. Put in the time and effort to get back into the Rulebook and refresh your rules knowledge. You
can’t be the best you can be if you don’t know the rules and how to correctly apply them. Make the effort no matter how many years you’ve been officiating. Finally put in the work to help each other become better at our craft. For example, varsity officials, take the time to get to games early and observe
the JV officials so that you can offer constructive advice and insights that will make them better. JV officials, ask for their input. Don’t wait to see if anyone says anything. Let’s all do everything we can to
live up to the high standards we have set that have made Board 10 the best Board in Connecticut.

Commissioner’s Commentary: “15 and Counting”
-- John “Bud” Chernovetz
Welcome back to another exciting and fun-filled season of high school
basketball. This will be my 15th year as Commissioner. 15 years – whew!
Feels like 20 (kidding). In actuality, I am enthused about starting up again
and I hope you are looking forward to the new season as much as I am. A
lot has changed over the years, and there are a couple of new wrinkles for
this season that I’ll get to momentarily. But a lot has remained the same.
In particular – my mission as Commissioner, which is to make sure that all the games for all the schools
we service are covered with the best available officials at all levels and that (continued on p. 18)
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Commissioner’s Commentary ... (cont. from p. 17)
there are no gaps and no missed assignments. By the time you read this, you will likely have received
your schedule and I -- along with the schools – depend upon you to fulfill that schedule. I have every
confidence that you will and in doing so will provide a first class professional officiating product.
Now, here’s one of the new wrinkles for the 1919-20 season. In past years, I would receive the schedules
from the CIAC and/or the schools and input them into Arbiter before assigning officials to those games.
This season, the schools are responsible for inputting their own game schedules into Arbiter, after which
I do the assigning. I’m not saying that the schools will make mistakes, but the possibility exists that
there may have to be some corrections as we go along. I’m doing my part to look out for any scheduling
anomalies and fix them. The other new wrinkle related to the first one is that the schools will be responsible for making scheduling changes in Arbiter – for example if the start time of a game is changed or
there is a cancellation due to bad weather. What does that mean for you? Well, it means first of all that
you have to be diligent in checking Arbiter and your emails every day, and sometimes multiple times a
day – especially if there is a bad weather situation and the status of your assigned game may be in doubt.
I might not be made aware of such changes on game day or in time to notify you. So be on the lookout
for emails generated by Arbiter about any changes and double-check Arbiter directly to accept whatever
change there may be. Also – and this is very important – if you have any doubt about whether your game
is going to be played as scheduled and you haven’t seen a change notification on Arbiter or via email,
call the school. Speak to the A.D. or someone who would be in the know and confirm whether your
game is still on for that day or night and if so, what the starting time will be. I don’t want to get a call
from you saying you’re at such-and-such school and nobody’s there – or conversely get a call from the
school saying “Where are your officials?” Let’s work together so that this doesn’t happen.
As always, there are some things I need you to do to ensure that game coverage proceeds as planned.
Make sure your telephone number as listed in Arbiter is correct – especially your cell phone number. If
it’s not, make the change on your Arbiter Profile page and notify Hank of the change. His records are not
linked to Arbiter. In addition, make sure your voicemail is working properly and that you have cleaned
out your voice mailbox so it has room to accept new messages. Your cell phone is the primary way I will
reach you when I need you to cover an additional game or make a last-minute change to an existing assignment. If I can’t reach you “live” or leave a message, I’ll go to the next official on my call sheet.
Similarly, if you need to reach me—especially on game day if you have some emergency that may make
you late or prevent you from doing your game -- my cell phone is the best way to do that. The number
is (203) 494-9659. Put it into your Contacts if you haven’t done so already.
Finally, do your part and bring you're A-Game to every assignment. Get in shape, stay in shape, hustle,
and give 100% every play of every game. Know the rules and how to enforce them. Be polite and professional. Look and act like you want to be there. If you’re a brand new or relatively new official, you’re
going to make some mistakes that you won’t later on as you gain more experience. Learn from those
mistakes. It’s okay to make every mistake in the book – ONCE. It’s not okay to repeat those mistakes.
Seek input from experienced varsity officials and take their advice to heart.
I have high hopes and great expectations for this season, building on the momentum of last season. You
may recall in the previous newsletter, I wrote that we had a very good year last year in many respects –
including a lot of improvement and growth in the ability of our sub-varsity officials that led to the most
promotions to varsity this year than ever before. We had few issues or complaints. That’s a tribute to
your performance. And we were blessed with fairly mild weather, which minimized changes and cancellations. Let’s hope this season will be as good as, if not better, than last season. Then, when it’s all over,
I can look forward to my 16th year as Commissioner with the same enthusiasm and energy that I feel
now going into Year 15.
!
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THE DOCTOR IS IN
Board 10’s Dr. Dan Davis discusses injury
prevention and treatment, as well as general health
and fitness, to help keep you on the court.

Fine Tuning Your Health and Fitness
What to do before your first regular season game
Depending on when you read this, you may be a
couple of weeks or a couple of days away from
your first game of the new season. Your challenge
is to make sure your body is game-ready. If you
did no officiating or other
physical activity since the
end of last
season, you
need to focus
right now on
getting in
shape. Time is
running out. If
you did workout and officiate off-season
games or did
some regular exercise, you’re at least closer to
achieving your goal of game-readiness. Keep in
mind that a 2-person officiating crew will run approximately 3.2 miles a game. A 3-person crew
will run approximately 2.7 miles a game. When’s
the last time you went to a track and ran 3 miles?
That’ll give you an idea of what you’re going to
be up against on the court. So now is the time to
get ready.
What follows are some tips and guidelines to get
your body ready for the rigors of officiating a full
season once again.
Walk, Jog, or “WOG”
If you haven’t been working out in the off season, the simplest thing you can do to improve
your conditioning is walk. Try to get out and take
a reasonable length walk once a day. Even if you
!

have been working out, a daily walk is a good
thing to do. It’s good for your cardio-vascular
system, for building endurance, and for conditioning your leg muscles. If you’re up to it, do
some jogging. Or
combine the two
with a WOG (Walk
and Jog) whereby
you jog a little,
slow down and
walk a little and go
back to a jog. This
will send a message
to your muscles
that you’re going to
be running hard
again very soon.
Wear compression
socks.
Every one can benefit from compression socks.
You can get compression socks on line at a very
affordable price ($3-$4 a pair) – socks that will
provide 15 to 18 mm of compression. Put them
on first thing in the morning. They will improve
the function of the veins and lymphatics in your
lower extremities. Your legs will feel less tired
throughout the day, and especially during a game.
Also keep in mind that everyone’s feet swell up
during the day. Compression socks will alleviate
the ill effects of that swelling. I’m a big believer
in compression socks. I wear them daily and during games as well as when I’m in surgery and
have to be on my feet for several hours.
Get the best fitting shoes you can find
If your feet feel good, you’ll run better on the
court. (continued on p. 21)
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So get shoes that fit properly and provide sufficient support. Buying a new pair of referee shoes
is an excellent investment. And by the way, since
as noted above your feet swell during the day, if
you’re buying shoes in a store, wait until the afternoon so the shoes you try on will be the right
fit. If your shoes are overly worn out, the soles
might not provide sufficient grip on the court sur-

face, which will affect you adversely when you
turn on a dime and have to get a running start in a
different direction. You could even slip and fall
risking injury if the soles don’t provide sufficient
grip. So remember: Better Shoes. Better Officiating.
Stretch to attain maximum flexibility
Lack of flexibility is one of the major causes of
foot and lower leg injury among officials. It leads
to Achilles pain, pulled muscles, heel pain and
plantar fasciitis. There are routine stretches you
can and should do daily and certainly before each
game. To stretch the calf muscles, stand about
one footstep away from a wall with your shoes
and socks off. Lean into the wall with your body
(don't push with your hands and arms). You’ll
feel the calf muscles stretch. Lean in for 15 seconds, rest for 5 seconds and repeat. Do 10 reps, 4
times a day. Then, crouch into a “ski jump” position and hold for about 15 seconds, then rest 5
and stretch again for 15. Also 10 reps, four times
a day. And to stretch the hamstrings, bend down
and touch your toes and hold for 15 seconds, rest
for 5 and repeat. Do this first with your feet together, then with your toes pointing in and finally
!
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with your toes pointing out. That will stretch the
3 muscle groups that comprise the hamstring.
Everyone I know who’s done these stretches has
benefitted.
Watch your diet
As I’ve noted many times before, excess weight
is the enemy of fitness and mobility. Every extra
pound you carry puts extra multiples of your
body weight’s worth of force on your feet and
legs. Think of it this way. Go to a grocery store
and pick up a 10 pound bag of flour and carry it
around while shopping. It’ll be pretty uncomfortable. That’s what it feels like if you’ve gained 10
pounds in the offseason. Hard to keep up with
athletic high schoolers if you’re overweight. A
good diet is not hard to pursue. Lower your carbs
and you’ll lower your weight.
Get a physical
You should get a comprehensive physical exam
by your regular doctor once a year. Even the insurance companies recommend this. You want to
make sure you are healthy enough to start the
season. One of the key things to measure in that
physical is your blood pressure – otherwise
known as “the silent killer.” You won’t feel any

symptoms but a lot of bad things can happen if
you’re hypertensive, including coronary artery
disease, heart attack, heart failure, and stroke. If
you’re taking any prescription medications, don’t
stop taking them until and unless your doctor
tells you to. (continued on p. 22)
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The Dr. is In ... (cont. from p.21)
Protect yourself from the flu
Get a flu shot. It offers a significant layer of protection against the flu. As a physician working in
a hospital, I’m required to get a flu shot. You’re
not required to do so to officiate basketball, but
it’s a really good idea to get it. You’re going to be
around a lot of youngsters and run the risk of
contracting the flu from them. Think of all the
times in a game that you handle a basketball that
they’ve handled. The flu shot won’t ward off all
strains of flu. But each year, health experts try
and assess which strains will be prevalent and
build the vaccines to protect against them. It’s
usually effective enough to make a difference.
Incidentally, it takes a couple of weeks for the flu
shot to kick in with protection, so get yours as
soon as possible. Also, consider getting a shin-

gles vaccine shot. It is 98 to 99 percent effective
– a big improvement over the 50 percent effectiveness that was the case years ago.
Health is a key to being a good official
The better you feel, the better shape you’re in,
the better your mobility and endurance will be,
and the better able you will be to cover the action
in any basketball game you work. Take good care
of yourself. The opening jump of your first game
isn’t far away. Be ready. Be Fit. Be as good as
you can be. And of course if you have any health
or fitness questions, contact me. I’ll be happy to
answer them. Have a great season!
Got a health and fitness question for Dr. Dan?
Email it by clicking here: Ask Doctor Dan

Member-to-Member Mart
Good ideas don’t grow on trees
Unless they’re from Ken Devoe at The Media Tree.

These are ideas that become results-producing, award-winning copy
that sells, motivates, entertains and, above all, communicates your
message with words that work in the media that work best for you -print, broadcast, and on the web.
Ken's ideas just plain work -- for clients such as GE, IBM, Johnson
& Johnson, Johnson Controls, Knights of Columbus, People's Bank,
Pratt & Whitney, Sikorsky Aircraft, United Technologies, and Yale
University. They can work for you, too.
Maybe good ideas do grow on trees after all.
May we plant one for you?
THE MEDIA TREE
26 West Helen Street
Hamden, CT 06514
(203) 314-9732
kendevoe@comcast.net
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Special Feature: The CIAC Officials’ Association
A look Back -- and Ahead
Mission  Statement:
The  CIAC  Oﬃcials’  Association  exists  to  work  in  concert  with  school  administrators,  ath-‐‑
letic  directors,  coaches  and  the  CIAC  to  advance  the  best  interest  of  high  school  athletics,  
serve  the  be?erment  of  all  member  oﬃcials  and  their  respective  organizations,  promote  
ethical  standards,  sportsmanship,  professionalism,  and  high  quality  oﬃciating.

The CIAC Officials Association was established at the beginning of the 2005-06 school year. Mike Savage, the Executive Director of the CIAC at the time, felt that while high school sports game officials
were independent contractors and members of their own local boards – and had their own autonomy –
they serve an important and positive role in high school athletics and should be included as part of the
CIAC team. Hence, the genesis of the CIAC Officials Association – an organization that would benefit
all boards of officials in the State and their members as well as member schools whose games the officials work. He asked Joe Tonelli to become the Association’s first Director, in part because during his
long career as a high school coach and athletic director, he had an excellent relationship with game officials and served on the CIAC Officials Committee that met periodically with the officiating leaders representing their respective sports to deal with game fees, contracts, and general working conditions. As
you know, Joe recently retired as Director of the CIAC Officials Association, so we thought this would
be a good time to ask Joe about the Association’s goals and achievements.
What are the goals of the CIAC Officials Association?
We feel that officials’ boards are the experts in training their members, assigning them to games and
evaluating them, and that we (the Association) would be a good resource for them. Officiating is a tough
job and often an unpopular one, so our primary goal is to provide an official-friendly organization that
would be responsive to the needs of all the officials’ groups and support their
efforts in every way possible.
How is the Association a resource for officials and their boards?
We provide a conduit for improved communications between officials, the
schools you serve, and the CIAC. We can identify issues common to all officials’ groups and develop important action plans to help address those issues.
To enhance that communication, our structure at the CIAC provides opportunities for representatives of officials’ organizations to have direct input into
the CIAC by having representation with voting privileges on all sports committees, and representation on the CIAC Board of Control. The CIAC has
committees that set guidelines for all high school sports. Those committees
are comprised of administrators, A.D.’s, and coaches, but an important component is to have officials there as well to give their point of view and it has
worked out very well. In addition, we have an Advisory Board which includes one officials’ board member per sport. Hank Luzzi represents Basketball. The Advisory Board meets 3 times a year and the purpose of the Board is to work together with the
CIAC to shape the character and direction of the CIAC Officials Association and provide excellent
counsel to CIAC in all matters relative to officiating. It is a great group of (continued on p. 24)
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outstanding officiating leaders who share best practices and ideas. Plus, in June of each year, the Association holds a statewide meeting with two reps from each of the 50 officials’ boards from throughout
the State. The quality of the officiating leaders at those meetings and their combined years of dedicated
service are truly impressive.
What are some of accomplishments of the CIAC Officials Association?
There’s no question that anything that was accomplished by the Association has been the direct result of
a total team effort of those representatives from all of the sports. We were able to do many things along
the way, including the establishment of a protocol for dealing with complaints. That protocol is a basis
for communication between officials’ boards and member schools in a way that handles any issues or
complaints in a civil and professional manner, and it has worked out extremely well. Another area of accomplishment is aiding in the much-needed effort to recruit new high school sports officials. Recruitment and retention are ongoing challenges, and the CIAC Officials Association has helped with brochures and posting recruitment information our web site, which includes the results of the survey completed by all boards on recruitment strategies and membership trends that produced excellent information. We also partnered with the NFHS and their national recruiting campaigns which have been very
successful in identifying new candidates from Connecticut.
What are you most proud of from your tenure as Director of the Association?
It’s not about me, really. This has been a team effort. “TEAM” is an important concept: “Together Everyone Achieves More.” Part of that team effort has been assisting officials’ boards by performing background checks on all new members. It’s a great service to those boards and to our member schools. Also,
in reference to recruiting, we put together a committee which includes officials’ board members who
head up their local recruiting efforts. We also established a Grants Committee and offered officials’
boards the opportunity to apply for grant money to support specific recruiting, training, and mentoring
programs. But what I am most proud of is the spirit of cooperation and teamwork that has been at the
heart of what we do – especially at the Advisory Board level where representatives on the Board eagerly
come together and share ideas.
How do you feel about having Dan Scavone as your successor as Director of the Association?
I could not be more pleased that my good friend Dan Scavone is the new Director of the CIAC Officials
Association – as well as a member of the CIAC executive Staff. He is a perfect fit for the job. Since he
has attended the Officials Advisory Board meetings for 3 years, he has hit the ground running. As a former well respected official, A.D. and a conference commissioner, he brings a wealth of knowledge, experience and enthusiasm to his new role. The Association is in good hands and will continue to grow
under his leadership.
Any other thoughts on your time with the CIAC and the Officials Association?
I am grateful to Mike Savage, former Executive Director of CIAC, for hiring me as Director of the Officials Association and a member of their executive staff. I had the privilege not only to work with Mike
Savage but also with Dr. Karissa Niehoff who is now Director of NFHS, and Glenn Lungarini who is
a doing tremendous job as the new Executive Director. Plus, I have been very fortunate to have had a
great staff to work with throughout my time with the Association. I also want to praise the officials.
They do an outstanding job. We’re fortunate in Connecticut to have such a great group, and it was really
my privilege to have a behind the scenes role with all the officials in the State. I was blessed to have a 40
year career in high school athletics as a coach and an A.D. To have a second career with the CIAC and
getting to make so many friends who officiate around the state is an honor and a privilege for me.
!
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How to Set Up Your ArbiterPay Account
by Jeff Hahn
More and more schools are starting to pay officials through the ArbiterPay.com system. Because of this,
it is important for Board 10 officials to set up their online accounts to receive payments. To set up an
ArbiterPay account is relatively simple. There is a three-step process that you should follow to set up
your account. This article assumes you already have an ArbiterSports account that you have set-up so
Buddy can assign you games.

Step one is to set-up an
ArbiterPay.com account. Go
to the ArbiterPay and click
“Sign Up Today.”
Once you click to sign up,
step two is to work through
the 8 step sign up process to
get an ArbiterPay account:
Please note you will need to
enter your social security
number and link the ArbiterPay account to your checking
account. You will need to
have your banking routing
number handy when setting
up the account. Also, you will
be asked to create a 4-digit
access key when setting up the
account. This access key will
be used to link your ArbiterSports and ArbiterPay accounts.
It will take a day or two for
Arbiter to approve your ArbiterPay account. Once it is approved, you need to link the
account with your ArbiterSports account.
(continued on p. 26)
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How to set up ArbiterPay ... (cont. from p.25)
For step three, you will need to link your ArbiterPay account with your ArbiterSports account. Log in to
ArbiterSports and click the PAYMENTS tab in your ArbiterSports account. Then follow the prompts to
link your accounts – you will need your 4-digit code for this step.
Once the accounts are linked, you can collect your money right from your ArbiterSports site:

When you sign up for ArbiterPay, there are a few ways you can get your money. You can link ArbiterPay to your checking account (recommended). Also, you can have them mail you a physical check, or
you can sign-up for an ArbiterPay credit card that you can apply for from their website.
Please note you will be charged $8 every time you request a check but a bank transfer once a week is
free. Also note that ArbiterPay will ask you if you want your money downloaded automatically to your
bank when money is added to your ArbiterPay account. This will cost you $1.50 every time there is an
automatic bank transfer.
It is recommended that you transfer the money yourself to your own bank account every week or so.
That’s what most people do.
If you need help linking these accounts, it is recommended that you give Arbiter a call at 801-576-9436
for customer service. Arbiter has state-of-the-art customer service.
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Knowledge Bank: “Consistency is the Name of the Game”
by Steve Wodarski
Consistency:
Conformity in the application of something,
free from variation or contradiction.
One recurring request we get from coaches is that we officials be consistent in how we call the game.
Put another way, the main complaint we hear every year is when there is a lack of consistency in our application of the rules. It is therefore of paramount importance that we strive to be as consistent as possible in every game, on every play and consistent with our partner(s) throughout each game.
Granted, you’re going to hear complaints from time to time that are not necessarily valid – e.g., “call it
both ways,” or “how come that’s a foul down there but not up here?” Of course you could reply that
those plays were not identical. If they were, the calls would have been identical. But it’s better to keep
that thought to yourself rather than to get into it with a
coach.
The fact is: No two officials are alike. We’re all human. We
may differ when it comes to judgment. Hopefully those differences will not be great or widespread, but they exist.
Judgment is a gray area. As has been said many times, “One
official’s BLOCK is another official’s CHARGE.” One particular gray area is what you deem to be “illegal contact” vs.
“incidental contact.” This may well differ from game to
game depending on the skill level of the players. For example, if you are officiating a youth league game among 4th or
5th graders with very limited skills, you could conceivably
rule a foul or a violation on almost every play if you do
things by the book. But the game will quickly deteriorate into
non-action. So the key judgment you have to make is how much leeway you’re going to give these players. As long as you are consistent about it, you can minimize complaints. On the other hand, if you are
officiating a game between two highly skilled and athletic teams, you know that the players can “play
through” a certain level of contact and you may well rule such contact incidental.
Bottom line: Achieving absolute 100% consistency among officials when it comes to judgment is not
possible. The best we can do is strive for consistency of judgment even if we can’t necessarily achieve
it.
However when it comes to the RULES, this is another matter entirely. There is no excuse for not knowing the rules and how to apply them. This is something we can absolutely control. If you don’t have a
solid mastery of the rules, there’s no way you can officiate a game properly. Conversely, if you have
thorough knowledge of the rules and you apply the rules properly and consistently, then you minimize
complaints and keep things as fair and equitable as possible. We can defend you on judgment, but we
can’t defend you on the misapplication of a rule. (continued on p. 28)
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Consistency is the Name of the Game ... (cont. from p.27)
What can you do?
First of all, study the Rule Book and the Case Book. Whether you’re a brand new official or a 30 year
veteran, you need to get back into the book every season and throughout the season. If you see something in the book that you don’t understand or just doesn’t look right to you, ask an experienced official
whose wisdom you trust. We all need to bone up on the rules. It’s why we have meetings and discuss
rules, mechanics, and game situations. It’s also why we have the Refresher Exam. The Exam forces you
to look up rule references and casebook plays. It’s not good enough to get the questions right. It’s important to actually understand why they’re right so that you can apply those rules correctly in a game.
Secondly – and this is primarily for our newer officials – work as many games as you can beyond the
games that Buddy assigns you. Work those youth leagues and travel leagues whenever possible. Those
leagues are where you often see quirky plays you may never see anywhere else. If you make a mistake,
learn from it and file it away so you don’t make the same mistake again if that play happens in a high
school game.
Thirdly, do your best to be on the same page as your partner. Do a thorough pre-game for every game.
Talk about situations that may come up
and how you would handle them so that
you and your partner(s) handle them the
same way. Also, hopefully you and your
partner(s) will have the same “feel” for
the game. It looks bad if one of you is
calling things really tight and the other is
letting a lot of stuff go. Coaches will notice that. This is a problem that sometimes
comes up when a crew of officials includes individuals with vastly different
experience levels. The more experienced
official may be dismayed that his or her
partner is calling a lot of ticky-tacky stuff
that a more experienced official wouldn’t
call. Or the newer official isn’t doing a lot
of visible 5-second counts while the veteran partner is. It looks bad. Someone has
to adjust and it’s probably easier for the
veteran to adjust “down” so to speak. The
good news is that the more you work, the
more experience you gain, and the less often this kind of problem will occur.
Finally, remember that officiating is a work in progress. No one has ever called a perfect game. Each
game you work can and should be a learning experience. When the game is over, take some time in your
locker room to discuss what transpired. Ask your partners what they saw and if there’s anything that
could have been done better. And be ready if your partners ask you the same thing. Be honest and constructive and come away with something that will make you better and more consistent in your next
game, and the one after that, and so on.
!
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ASK THE
INTERPRETER
With
Ray
Vanacore,
Board 10
Interpreter
.
Can you give an example of the new backcourt
exception rule?
The new backcourt exception was put in the
Rules Book during the 2018-2019 season. Here is
an example: A1 who is in the frontcourt attempts
to pass the ball. The ball is deflected by B2 into
the backcourt. A3 who is in the backcourt, recovers the ball. This is a legal play. A new 10-second
count would start, and play would continue.
Where a backcourt violation would occur is if
B2’s deflection would have touched A1 before
entering the backcourt and then touched or controlled by A3. Then a backcourt violation has occurred.
See Rule 9-9-1 Exception.
During an interrupted dribble, can the dribbler recover the ball and start another dribble?e?
No, the dribbler cannot start another dribble
when recovering the ball. The dribble can continue if the ball is still bouncing, but the dribbler
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cannot gain control of the ball and then start another dribble. This would be an illegal dribble
violation. Think of it this way: You can fumble,
dribble, fumble but you cannot dribble, fumble
dribble. See Rule 9-5-2.
Can you explain the definition of a “Jump
Stop” and what a player can do after completing a Jump stop?
If a player receives the ball while in the air and
lands on one foot, the player can now jump off
the one foot and land simultaneously on two feet.
This is a legal definition of a jump stop. Now
what can the player do? The player can pass,
shoot or call timeout. The player cannot pivot,
because the landing and jumping off the first foot
constitutes the player’s pivot foot. If the player,
after landing on two feet, should pivot, a traveling violation should be ruled.
See Rule 4-44-3.
Can a goal be scored if during a try for goal,
the ball appears to go in the basket, but not all
the way through and comes back out of the
basket?
No, a goal cannot be scored. By Rule, a goal is
scored when a live ball enters the basket from
above and remains in or passes through the basket. If the try for goal neither stayed in the basket
nor passed through the basket, then no goal can
be scored. See Rule 5-5-1.

If you have a rules question, email it to: Ask
The Interpreter
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Aunt Chilada’s, voted New Haven’s Best Mexican Restaurant, is the perfect place for food, fun,
entertainment and parties for any occasion. Hold your next party here.
If you can’t come to us, no problem. We’ll cater and deliver to your home or office.
Eat, drink and be merry at Aunt Chilada’s.
3931 Whitney Ave., Hamden. (203) 230-4640. Charlie Hague, proprietor

!
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Calendar
Remaining Board 10 meeting for 2019-20
All meetings held at Lyman Hall High School
Sunday December 8, 2019 -- Refresher Exam (cafeteria)
Sunday January 5, 2020 (gymnasium)
Sunday February 2, 2020 -- Annual Meeting (auditorium)
Banquet
Tuesday, April 7, 2020
Seasons Restaurant, Foxon Rd., East Haven

Helpful Links
Bd 10.COMmuniqué is an interactive, electronic document. Wherever you see text highlighted in
blue, bold, underlined type, that is a hot link to either an email address or a web page. Simply click
on that link to submit ideas and questions, or to get more information. Here are some helpful links:
• Board 10 Website	

• Ask Doctor Dan
• News & Notes	

• Ask The Interpreter	

• CIAC Officials’ Association • ArbiterSports
• Women’s Coordinating Committee	

 • Knowledge Bank"
• IAABO
• Member to Member Mart • Len on the Law!

Bd 10.COMmuniqué
EDITOR IN CHIEF: Hank Luzzi
MANAGING EDITOR/CHIEF CORRESPONDENT: Ken Devoe
CO-MANAGING EDITOR/CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER: Cheryl McCarthy Chiari
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR: Ray Vanacore
DESIGN & LAYOUT: Ken Devoe
Email story ideas, news and notes, and questions to: Ken Devoe

All issues of Bd 10.COMmuniqué are available on-line at the Board 10 Website.
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